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In the present energy industry， it is an irreversible trend to develop renewable
energy technologies and increase the ratio of renewable energies. To support and
facilitate the progress of renewable energy， California has built up a relatively
thorough energy policy system， with renewables portfolio standard (RPS) as an
important part. Accordingly，this paper adopts the method of dialectic analysis from a
positivistic view to study the history and contents of California RPS and to analyze its
merits and defects，with the purpose of offering advices for our country to implement
RPS in the future.
Apart from the introduction and conclusion， this paper is divided into four
chapters.
The first chapter presents the background information about California RPS. It
begins with the explanations of the concept，theoretical basics and development status
of RPS，following with the research of its original background and developing process
in California to build solid reality foundations for analyzing the policy details.
The second chapter describes the policy contents of California RPS. First，it fully
specifies the basic components of California RPS，including the subject and object，
legal obligations，specific implementation requirements，etc. Then it further illustrates
the flexible fulfillment mechanism of RPS，renewable energy credit (REC)，and its
applications in California. At last，it takes into account both the federal government’s
and California government’s role and respectively explains theirs supportive measures
for California RPS.
The third chapter summarizes the current situation of California RPS. While
applauding the environmental，economic and social benefits it brings，this chapter also
concludes the problems existing therein according to literature search and data
analysis results，and explores the California government’s and scholars’ outlooks for
RPS improvements.
The forth chapter demonstrates the California RPS’s experiences for China to
establish RPS in years to come. Drawing the picture back to our country，it first shows













status nationally and regionally. And then ， in consideration of California RPS
experiences and lessons， it proposes suggestions concerning the specific aspects of
building our national RPS， such as policy system， supervision and enforcement
mechanism，legal obligations，etc.
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“可再生能源电力配额制”，在美国称为 Renewables Portfolio Standard (RPS，
可再生能源组合标准)或 Renewables Electricity Standard (RES，可再生能源电





















































































































因，并用“公地悲剧”（tragedy of the commons）这一术语进行诠释。个人、
群体、乃至国家为追求自我经济利益的最大化，不考虑自身活动对整体环境















































① International Renewable Energy Agency. REthinking Energy: Renewable Energy and Climate Change (2015)
[R]. http://www.irena.org/rethinking/default2014.aspx, 2015/2016-03-26.
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